A9X WINOWS UPDATE SOFTWARE
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A9X WINDOWS DEFENDER SAVES EXTREME BANDWIDTH

A9X WINDOWS UPDATE SOFTWARE PROVIDES REMOTE CONTROLLED
AUTOMATED DEPLOYMENT OF CRITICAL WINDOWS SECURITY
UPDATES / PATCH MANAGEMENT TO YOUR VESSELS
Shipping Industry Challenges

Windows Updates are usually disabled onboard vessels because they are very large. Updates are not just security updates, but can also be
"feature" updates and general non-essential enhancements. Depending on a vessel's set-up (network conﬁguration), not all computers will
have Internet access to be able to download updates. And even if they did, you would not want multiple PC’s downloading the same
updates. Due to these problem’s, vessels don't update on a regular basis. Typically, an engineer visits the vessel to upgrade the machines
themselves or a "WSUS Oﬄine Update DVD" is created monthly and mailed to the vessel for the crew to make such updates. Another option
is to wait for vessels to come into port and updates are "turned on" and "turned oﬀ" when they sail. This process is slow, time consuming
and very prone to errors. There is also a period of time where non-updated computers are at greater risk to cyber-crime.

Installation

The installation of manual updates to your operating system are neither eﬃcient nor safe. A9X Windows Update software, provides
complete updates installed remotely, and is powered by optimized data transfer technology. Providing full and complete security updates
remotely is your best defence against cyber-crime.

Remote Access

A9X Cyber Detective Dashboard manages the installation process, and allows you access to see the positive impact such updates have on
your cyber security compliance.
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WHO IS A9X CYBER SECURITY

A9X Cyber Security has a vision of “being the
preferred vendor for cyber security
management at remote loca ons ”
Mission of A9X Cyber Security - providing
Cyber Detec ve Security, and specialized
knowledge for remote loca ons
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